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This type of mower is very simple and easy to maintain: the mower works 
with a reciprocating motion and moves triangular blades back and forth 
between stationary protective fingers. Every back and forth movement 
shears grass or vegetation between the stationary fingers. The mower in 
the blade is a machine capable of making any type of cut. It can be easily 
connected to any tractor thanks to a three-point tensioning system. It has 
an automatic protection system that stops the engine and returns to its 
starting position when the machine encounters an obstacle on the terrain.

Advantages:
- Easy handling
- improved re-growth through clean cut
- Low power requirement
- Faster regrowth and regeneration of plants and thus higher yield
- Low costs and easy maintenance
- High quality mowing fingers for low wear and susceptibility

PRIME model is a rear-mounted professional mower while. 

Features: 
Transmission equipped with new sturdy antivibration bushings 
rods which allow to: Eliminate radial, axial and torsional loads 
Eliminate small angular displacements
Antivibration System : Kinematics with antivibrating rods which 
absorb all vibrations and irregular movements, extend the life of 
the rods and blades, ensuring high performance free of mainte-
nance. This system is maintenance free and it does not require to 
pump grease.

Technical Specifications:
Hydraulic bar lift with cabin control 
Antivibration system
Additional blade
Three points hitch with fixed 1st and 2nd point 
Power Needed: 25 HP
Weight: 230 KG
Working width: 175 

PRM 175 
SICKLE BAR MOWER

Our double blade cutter bar AGRO PRIME PRM- 02 has a working width of 
1. 70 m. and is ideal for compact tractors. Since it requires little electricity, 
tractors from 18 HP can also be used with this machine. The sickle bar mower 
has a low own weight and produces a clean cut even at cutting speeds of 
max. 10 km/h due to the double blade. This mower is especially suitable for 
mowing meadows and pastures, as well as embankments, etc. It is extremely 
low-maintenance and requires little energy. After cutting, the grass cuttings 
are placed on aswath. The sickle bar mower is equipped with a mechanical 
safety release to prevent machine damage. The sickle bar mower can be 
raised and lowered hydraulically. All that is required is a single-acting hydrau-
lic connection on the tractor.

PRM-01/H 
SINGLE CUTTER  
BAR MOWERS

PRM-02
DOUBLE CUTTER  BAR MOWERS



Our rear loader Agro Prime PRM -3000 fits into a standard rear three-
point linkage (Cat. I or higher). 
All hydraulic cylinders are double-acting. Corresponding connections (2x 
double-acting) to your tractor are therefore required. 

The hoses are included in the scope of delivery. 

The working width of the bucket is approx. 1200 mm, 
the maximum height is approx. 3. 25 m (depending on the lifting height 
of the lower links of the tractor). 
They reach an unloading height of approx. 2. 10 m. 
With this rear loader, a maximum of 350 kg can be lifted at full load.

As an option, our rear loader can be equipped with a Euro adapter. For 
example, you can attach a bale grab or grab a shovel, pitchfork and much 
more.

PRM-S-3000 HECKLADER

Our rear loader AGRO PRIME PRIM-4000 fits into a standard rear three-
point linkage (Cat. I or higher). 

All hydraulic cylinders are double-acting. 

Corresponding connections (2x double-acting) to your tractor are there-
fore required. 

The hoses are included in the scope of delivery. The working width of the 
bucket is approx. 

1500 mm, the maximum lifting height is approx. 
3. 80 m (depending on the lifting height of the lower links of the tractor). 
They reach a range of approx. 

2. 60 m. With this rear loader, a maximum of 450 kg can be lifted at full 
load. 
As an option, our rear loader can be equipped with a Euro adapter. For 
example, you can attach a bale grab or grab a shovel, pitchfork and much 
more.

PRM-X-4000 HECKLADER

PRM-01/H 
SINGLE CUTTER  
BAR MOWERS
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